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1.          EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

 The purpose of this information paper is to demonstrate China’s use of coercive hard 
power in the maritime environment and to provide concepts to consider  how NATO’s maritime 
forces would be impacted should the United States have to react to China’s expansionary posture 
in the global commons and in the South China Sea.  

 
 In an era where the United States, as a dominant unipolar regime, has seen the re-birth 

of great power competition, China has now become the top focus of U.S. defense planning and 
budgeting. 1 As former US Secretary for Defense, Mark Esper, recently explained in a speech 
from Honolulu, Hawaii, he has told the military to make China “the pacing threat in all of our 
schools, programs and training.”2 NATO members now need to decide what the US policy 
towards China’s growing military power means in general, and, for individual members’ navies. 

 
 Concurrently, after decades of downsizing military maritime capabilities and capacities 

on both sides of the Atlantic, there is now a definitive renewed requirement to focus on the 
reinforcement of Europe.  The decisive force requirements of maintaining a credible deterrence 
effect currently places most of the burden squarely on U.S. shoulders.  Second and Sixth Fleets 
are clearly the major muscle for the North Atlantic in terms of maritime deterrent effect. 

 
 Therefore, it is not surprising that American military leaders claim that the U.S. is in a 

new long war – an approach with obvious impacts on NATO and European security.  The stated 
goal of the US’ three front war against Russia and China is a containment line that would stretch 
from the Korean Peninsula around Asia across the Middle East into parts of the former Soviet 
Union in Eastern Europe and finally to the Scandinavian countries.  As described by the 
Pentagon’s National Defense Strategy, American military forces, reinforced by the military forces 
of trusted allies, should aim to control every segment of this line to block hypothetical advances of 
Chinese and Russian influence. 3  To execute this, the two principal Combatant Commanders, 
EUCOM and PACOM have submitted force requirements to the US Congress that would 
“continue to expand Intermediate Nuclear Force Treaty-compliant theater strike capabilities to 
effectively counter adversary anti-access/area-denial [A2/AD] capabilities and force preservation 
tactics.” 4  The potential bulk of these types of forces comes primarily from the Navy.  

 
 This approach thus poses a challenge for NATO’s maritime forces. The military dilemma 

for Brussels is, with its stretched military forces, can it ask NATO’s other navies to step up even 
more and provide a maritime maneuver arm that acts as a deterrent to Russian forces in the 
NATO Area of Responsibility, thus freeing up the USN to pivot more forces to their 7th Fleet AOR 
to deal with China?   

 
 If not, what are the alternatives?  What are the political signals being transmitted by 

Brussels? What happens to NATO’s VJTF(M) combat effectiveness if EUCOM is directed to 
support PACOM and re-deploy assets into the Indo-Pacific, in particular into the four 
unpredictable flashpoints: the Taiwan Strait, the SCS, the ECS and the Korean Peninsula? How 
can European navies widen their focus and strengthen their efforts in the Atlantic to make room 
for U.S. Navy mobility?  Are there options that can be explored with the Joint Expeditionary 

                                                 
1 Congressional Research Service Report, China Naval Modernization: Implications for U.S. Navy Capabilities—Background and Issues for 
Congress. April 20 
2 https://www.stripes.com/news/pacific/esper-lays-out-us-efforts-against-chinese-threats-during-speech-in-honolulu-1.642783 
3 https://towardfreedom.org/global-news-and-analysis-global-news-and-analysis/the-pentagon-is-planning-a-three-front-long-war-against-china-
and-russia/ 
4 Ibid 
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Forces (JEF) and the carrier forces of UK, France, Italy and Spain? Should NATO’s nations build 
capacity for Indo Pacific regional navies to support America’s “Free and Open Indo-Pacific” 
(FOIP) operation or participate in its “Freedom of Navigation Operation” (FONOPs) program? Or 
should more European resources be dedicated to augmenting the Standing NATO Maritime 
Groups, supporting Long Range Patrol Aircraft and ISR, creating more integrated and effective 
maritime task groups and thus relieving pressure on the US forces in Europe. NATO members 
now need to decide what China’s growing military power means in general, and, for individual 
members’ navies.  
 
2.          RECOMMENDATIONS  
 

 At the strategic level, nations should continue to look for stronger partnerships 
with democracies in the region such as Japan and South Korea to promote the rule of 
law. European naval leadership must recognize the pressure China is now placing on the 
USN and assist by developing a concept for multi-carrier strike group operations for 
European carrier nations. Additionally, NATO must accelerate the development of a 
generic expeditionary manoeuvre arm concept for European amphibious forces.  NATO 
needs to demand increased contributions of truly high readiness joint and enabled forces 
from the European nations to the buildup of a more robust rotational Standing NATO 
Maritime Forces. Finally, to increase situational awareness and further lesson the burden 
on the US, European nations need to look for opportunities to contribute to strengthen the 
development of multilateral maritime structures in the Indo Pacific, in areas like 
Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Response (HA/DR), Maritime Security, 
interoperability, sharing of Lessons Learned (LL) and best practices. 
 
“NATO needs to understand the implications of China’s rise as Beijing expands its power 
around the world, including areas that may challenge members of the North Atlantic 
security body.”  
                                               Jens Stoltenberg  
                                                                               NATO Secretary General 
 
3.          INTRODUCTION 

 
 China’s navy, which Beijing has been steadily modernizing since the early to mid-1990s, 

has become a formidable military force within China’s near-seas region, and it is conducting a 
growing number of expeditionary operations in more-distant waters, including the broader waters 
of the Western Pacific, the Indian Ocean, and waters around Europe.  For the first time since the 
demise of the USSR and the end of the Cold War, the People’s Liberation Army – Navy (PLA-N) 
is viewed as presenting a major challenge to the U.S. Navy’s ability to achieve and maintain sea 
control of blue-water ocean areas in the Western Pacific. 5  It is a significant contender to the 
long-standing status of the United States as the leading military power in the Western Pacific. 

 
 After the latest NATO Heads of State and Government Summit in London, UK in 

December of 2019, there is no doubt that this challenge and the ever-deepening dispute in the 
South (SCS) and East China Sea (ECS) has NATO’s attention and will continue to affect the 
Alliance’s military planners.  At the Summit in London, China, for the first time, was on NATO’s 

                                                 
5 Ibid 
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agenda.  China’s political, economic and military global interests reflect not only risk but also 
imply serious security implications for all Allies.6  U.S. Permanent Representative to NATO, 
Ambassador Kay Bailey Hutchison said, “NATO is now reviewing Chinese military action due to 
rapid growth.”  The ambassador added further that “being watchful is both new and totally 
justified”.7 

 
 Notwithstanding the new and specific focus on Chinese military activity, NATO’s 

cooperation with nations in the Indo-Pacific region is nothing new; indeed, there is a long history 
of cooperation in the Indo Pacific region.  For example, NATO’s International Security Assistance 
Force (ISAF) in Afghanistan saw participation from countries like Australia, New Zealand, Japan, 
South Korea and Singapore; likewise, with Operation OCEAN SHIELD and its counter-piracy 
operations in the Gulf of Aden.  Cooperation programs such as the Individual Partnership and 
Cooperation Program (IPCP),8 the Joint Political Declarations with Australia, and then Japan in 
2013, and recent follow up visits to Japan, Korea and even China, have clearly demonstrated 
NATO’s longstanding interest in the region. The rebalancing of power between the three big 
competitors, Russia, China, and the United States, requires a very systematic and focused 
analysis with a filter on the resultant implications for NATO’s European maritime forces.  

 
“The Indo-Pacific region ...the highway for trade and prosperity. It is also a region with 
many unanswered questions and unresolved disputes” 
 
                             Narendra Modi 
                            Prime Minister of India 
 

4.          THE INDO PACIFIC – GEOGRAPHY 
 
  Sixty percent of the Earth’s population, or an estimated 4.5 billion people reside within 
the Indo-Pacific region.  It stretches from the west coast of Africa to the west coast of the United 
States, from Mongolia down to the bottom of New Zealand.  For decades this swathe of the globe 
has been called the “Asia-Pacific,” or more 
recently the “Indo-Asia-Pacific.” The term 
Indo-Pacific is meant to treat India as a 
regional power and not just an isolated 
country on the southern tip of the 
continent. The region’s hub is shaped by 
Asia’s two big players: India and China, 
the latter being the most central player of 
this geopolitical vs geo-economics game.  
The region is characterized by the 
contiguous maritime nature of this part of 
the world, which spans two of its three 
largest oceans, four of the world’s seven largest economies, and the world’s five most populous 
countries.9  There are many regional disputes over contested borders in the Indo Pacific; however, 
the for the purpose of this paper, an examination of the area around the East and South China Sea 
(ECS & SCS) and the Straits of Malacca will be the primary topic.  

                                                 
6 CNBC interview, Monday, December 2nd, 2019 
7 Ibid 
8 New Zealand – NATO, Individual Partnership Cooperation Programme 
9 The Cipher Brief, RADM(Ret.) Paul Becker, The ‘Indo-Pacific’: Redrawing the Map to Counter China, Jan. 12th, 2018 
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5.          SOUTH CHINA SEA  
 
 The South China Sea (SCS) is the largest marginal sea of the western Pacific.  It 

borders the Southeast Asian mainland and is bounded on the northeast by the Taiwan Strait (by 
which it is connected to the ECS).  To the east, it is neighbored by Taiwan and the Philippines; 
the southeastern and southern boundaries are defined by Borneo, the southern limit of the Gulf of 
Thailand, and the east coast of the Malay Peninsula and on the west and north by the Asian 
mainland.  The SCS and the ECS together form the China Sea.  The southern boundary of the 
SCS is a rise in the seabed between Sumatra and Borneo, and the northern boundary stretches 
from the northernmost point of Taiwan to the coast of Fujian province, China, in the Taiwan Strait.  
The Strait of Malacca is a narrow 550 mile stretch of water between the Malay Peninsula and 
the Indonesian island of Sumatra. As the main shipping channel between the Indian Ocean and 
the Pacific Ocean, it is one of the most important shipping lanes in the world. 10 

 
 In 2009, China submitted a chart to the United Nations laying out its updated maritime 

and terrestrial claims in the SCS.  This chart with its declaration of “historical rights”, colloquially 
referred to as the “nine-dashed line”, could potentially lay claim to sovereignty and control over all 
of the features, land, water, and seabed within the area bounded by the nine-dash line.  In terms 
of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, this declaration appears contradictory to 
legal analysts as it appears as an odd fusion of the concepts of sovereignty and jurisdiction – and 
no coordinates for islands or baselines have been provided, as is required under the international 
law.11  In particular, Beijing has reacted strongly to freedom of navigation and overflight 
operations within the South China Sea – including in areas that are at most an exclusive 
economic zone of some neighbouring states, and accusations of sovereignty violations.  So how 
has it taken its view of “historical rights” in the region and shaped this connection with claims to 
sovereignty over land (where history is relevant), yet not with maritime rights and jurisdiction 
beyond the territorial sea – where it is not?12 
 
6.          CHINA, NATO’s REGIONAL ALLIES AND EUROPE 

 
 Rising economic prospects in Southeast Asia, fueled by the need for raw materials as 

well as a desire for previously untapped markets, have furthered the nationalistic races for 
additional influence and power by almost all European governments. 

 
 In the post WWII era, Japan with its long history of Anglo-Asian partnership, became the 

strongest partner of the West, especially with the USA in their strategy of containment against the 
U.S.S.R.  As a quasi-ally with NATO, Japan has the most serious intention to cooperate with 
NATO and its member states. 13  

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
10 https://www.forbes.com/sites/hisutton/2020/07/08/could-the-indian-navy-strangle-chinas-lifeline-in-the-malacca-strait/ 
11 https://thediplomat.com/2016/06/what-does-the-nine-dash-line-actually-mean/ 
12 Ibid 
13 https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/topics_50336.htm 
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 The most westerly partner in the Indo-Pacific is Australia.  As a member of the 
Commonwealth and the “Five Eyes” (along with US, UK, Canada and New Zealand) intelligence 
sharing community and the Five Powers Defense Agreement, Australia provides the most 
valuable connection to the West.14  Additionally, NATO has deepened their cooperation among 
others and with Australia in their Partnership Interoperability Initiative (PII) to underline the 
importance of interoperability for future NATO-led operations. 15 

 
 One regional organization of states with a personal stake in Chinese maritime actions is 

the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) trade bloc.  ASEAN's determination is to 
form a common market similar to the European Union while promoting the economic growth of 10 
countries located south of China.  2019 open market figures indicate that the GDP of its member 
states (Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand. Brunei, Vietnam, Cambodia, 
Laos and Myanmar) was $9.3 trillion, making it the fifth largest trading bloc in the world. 16   

 
 The SCS runs right through ASEAN's combined territorial demarcation and could act as 

a metaphoric divider as well as physical one.  An add on to ASEAN is its ASEAN Defense 
Minister Meeting-Plus (ADMM +).  This ADMM + is a platform for ASEAN and its eight Dialogue 
Partners (Australia, China, India, Japan, New Zealand, Republic of Korea, Russia and the United 
States (collectively referred to as the “Plus Countries”)), to strengthen security and defense 
cooperation for peace, stability, and development in the region. 17  To underline the US initiative 
to a free and open Indo-Pacific, 2019 saw ASEAN and the US Navy conducting their first joint 
naval exercise (AUMX).  Co-led by the Royal Thai Navy (RTN) (Bangkok is also the current chair 
of ASEAN), AUMX conducted drills in international waters in the Gulf of Thailand as well as the 
SCS.  RTN officials indicated the multilateral drill was the first of its kind.  Publicly it was touted as 
a means to improve maritime cooperation and enhance security in the region; however, it was 
also clearly an exercise to counter China’s influences in Asia. 18  

 
 The “Quad” countries (Australia, India, Japan, and the United States) are another bond 

of countries with a mutual intention to preserve a “free and open” region and limit the impact of 
China’s rise and its simultaneously increasing footprint of the People’s Liberation Army – Navy.  
Their focus remains on strengthening regional institutions, promoting free trade, underscoring the 
equal sovereignty of countries, providing viable alternatives to Belt and Road Initiative 
investments, and building the legal and technical capacity of states to withstand coercion from 
China. 19 As the Brooking Group indicates, the countries do not mention China explicitly, ”but their 
words and actions indicate a coalition of the willing and capable that seeks to ensure a favorable 
balance of power, deter Chinese aggression and other negative behavior, and maintain a rules-
based order that they see a rising China challenging through its actions.” 20 

 
 The debate that slowly broils within the governing bodies of Europe’s nations is 

consistent with that of the Quad countries.  Almost all EU northern member countries (i.e. 
Belgium, the Netherlands, Sweden, France and Germany) position China as a systemic rival and 
economic competitor.  Articulated one way or the other, they all have an Indo-Pacific strategy that 

                                                 
14 https://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/int/fpda.htm.  The Five Powers Defence Agreement consists of Australia, New Zealand, 
Malaysia, Singapore and the UK.  
15 https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/topics_48899.htm 
16 https://www.statista.com/statistics/796245/gdp-of-the-asean-countries/ 
17 https://admm.asean.org/index.php/about-admm/about-admm-plus.html 
18 https://www.pacom.mil/Media/News/News-Article-View/Article/1879945/us-royal-thai-navy-conduct-joint-submarine-training-during-carat-
thailand-2019/ 
19The Balance, ASEAN, Its Members, Purpose, and History, How Does It Affect China, the U.S. and You?  Kimberly Amadeo, Aug. 2019 
20 https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2020/10/05/what-you-need-to-know-about-the-quad-in-charts/ 
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aims to support a stable, multipolar order in a region that is not dominated by any one country.  
Additionally, the EU’s recent approach towards India and Japan is indicative of a new policy 
strategy towards Asia that aims to preserve regional stability, particularly in the maritime domain 
and greater cooperation with the Quad countries.  The rising importance of the annual Raisina 
Dialogue underlines the European interests in the Indo-Pacific. 21  Since 2016, the dialog has 
moved from a US-India maritime cooperation to a wider Australia – France – Japan – UK – US - 
India naval cooperation in 2020 to reflect the maritime strategic convergence.    

 
 By far the largest trading bloc in the Indo-Pacific region is the Regional Comprehensive 

Economic Partnership (RCEP). RCEP is a free trade agreement between 15 Asia-Pacific nations 
(ASEAN plus Australia, China, Japan, New Zealand and South Korea) to promote trade and 
economic growth in the region. This new agreement is a significant achievement for China as it 
battles the U.S. for influence and economic supremacy in the Asia-Pacific region. 22   

 
 Military alliances in the Indo-Pacific, like NATO in the Euro-Atlantic region are more 

complex.  The space itself is already overcrowded and the member states of the Pacific Rim are 
claustrophobic.  Due to vast conflicts of interests over the past centuries and changing 
involvement of the adjacent countries, early attempts after WW II to establish and maintain 
military alliances like the South East Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO) failed.  ASEAN member 
countries have almost doubled their total defense spending over the last 15 years.  Of note, 
Thailand and Indonesia have increased their rates of spending by almost 10% on a year-by-year 
basis. 23 

 
 However, the geopolitical landscape shows the U.S. still holds several treaty allies in the 

region. Countries like Vietnam for example, like to cooperate economically now but limit their 
military cooperation in order not to jeopardize the stability of the region. 24   Not all countries who 
are in some way threatened by the Chinese communists, restrict their action to economic bonds 
and are therefore more eager to cooperate on military terms in order to protect themselves.  In 
the Indo-Pacific region, with its history and long-lasting deprivations, it is vital that those 
demanding more governance or a stronger response from their allies in Southeast Asia, unite in a 
common effort. 

 
“We should not develop a habit of retreating to the harbour whenever we encounter a 
storm, for this will never get us to the other side of the ocean." 

 
                                                                 Xi Jingping 

                                                                            General Secretary - Chinese Communist Party 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

7.          LEADERSHIP IN BEIJING 

                                                 
21 The RD is an annual multilateral conference hosted in New Delhi commited to adressing the most challenging issues facing the global 
community.  
22 Investopedia, Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP), Shobhit Seth,, Mar 16, 2020 
23 The ASEAN Post, Defense market in Southeast Asia, Arief Subhan, April 2018 
24 U.S. Relations With Vietnam , Bilateral Relations Fact Sheet, Bureau of East Asian and Pacific Affairs, January 21, 2020 
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 China’s recent rise should hardly surprise anyone.  Despite all its problems during the 

last six decades, the rise of China surely ranks among the most important world developments of 
the last 100 years25. China managed to double their agriculture production after Deng Xiaoping’s 
“free-market reforms” in 1978 in just seven years. Of course, a slowing population growth due to 
the one-child policy and rapidly accelerating economic output has had beneficial prosperous 
implications. Therefore, even before the current leader, Xi Jinping, was appointed the Chinese 
Communist Party’s (CCP) general secretary in 2012, China had achieved an economic 
development with its real economy growing almost 40-fold during the past three decades.26  

 
 Throughout the first decade of the new century, China quadrupled its industrial output.  

In the crucial sector of automobiles, China raised its production nine-fold, from 2 million cars in 
2000 to 18 million in 2010, and even to 26 million in 2017. It was then by October 2017, that Xi 
declared his first term a “truly remarkable five years in the course of the development of the party 
and the country,” a time in which China had “stood up, grown rich, and become strong.” 27  

 
 Xi Jinping succeeded in justifying the centralization of power, with an anti-corruption 

campaign, his ecological policy, with China’s sovereignty claims in the SCS, the continuous 
exertion of influence in Hong Kong, and the increased influence through the Belt and Road 
Initiative.  His reign has paved the road for a steady growth of China’s economy.  In 2019, the 
economy grew by 6.1 percent, although the slowest pace in 29 years as a result of COVID 19, it 
was still within the government's target of 6 to 6.5 percent. 28 

 
 At the same time over the last 25 years, China has been steadily modernizing its navy, 

the PLA-N. The growth in the numbers of Chinese surface combatants in recent years has greatly 
enhanced the PLA-N’s overall profile.  Between 2010 and 2018 24 destroyers were launched 
from Chinese shipyards.  Maintaining the same production rate, an additional 33 destroyers 
should be in service in 2030.  Regarding the smaller sized frigates, the progression displays a 
similar picture.  Thirty capable frigates in service in 2019 will be supported by an additional 20 
frigates by 2030.  The corvette production is said to be slowing down, approaching almost 60 
ships.  This could be a sign for the PLA-N’s intention to follow a more “blue-water” approach.  The 
even more concerning submarine fleet development is difficult to predict but given the above-
mentioned growth, it is likely that the Chinese submarine fleet will be focused on reducing the 
SSK fleet and investing in commissioning more nuclear submarines.  

 
 By 2030, given the overall capacity before the Covid-19 pandemic, China’s industrial 

submarine shipyard capacity will be able to launch 3-4 SSNs per year adding up to an 
intimidating 30-40 nuclear submarines in total. 29  However, since 2019, the world's second 
largest economy has begun to show cracks.  There is a sense that the Chinese society, in 
general, is feeling the effects of the suppressed protests in Hong Kong, the tightest media 
censorship of the post-Mao era, and the prolonged trade war with the United States. 30  With 
global growth slowing down and external uncertainties on the rise, especially with the global 
implication of the Corona virus outbreak, the complex situation with China’s economy may 
continue to worsen.  Chinas economy, for the first time in decades did not grow in 2020 but 
shrunk by 6.8 percent31.  However, Xi’s Beijing is yet by far the most influential since the “great 

                                                 
25Economy World, China’s Rise, America’s Fall, April 17th, 2012 
26 Ibid.  
27 Foreign Affairs, China's New Revolution, The Reign of Xi Jinping, by Elizabeth Economy, May/June 2018 
28 https://tradingeconomics.com/china/gdp-growth-annual 
29 The Diplomat, Predicting the Chinese Navy of 2030, Rick Joe, 15 Feb 2019 
30 https://www.cnn.com/2019/08/09/business/hong-kong-economy-protests-business/index.html 
31 Der Spiegel, Gipfel der Zuversicht, Chinas Volkskongress, Bernhard Zand, May 2020  
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revolution”, the rise of the communist party and Deng Xiaoping’s “second revolution,” with his 
reforms and low-profile foreign policy that produced China’s economic miracle.   

 
 Xi Jinping, so it seems, is the master of almost all decision-making processes, important 

committees, CCP’s 25-member Politburo and its seven-member Standing Committee.  He 
controls society (e.g. China’s virtual public square) and the economy (e.g. private companies 
under party’s purview) and is playing a key role in transforming Chinese foreign policy and 
elevating it to a new height of “major country diplomacy.”32 With that in mind, and as mentioned 
before, the development the shipbuilding industry is taking towards developing a blue-water sea 
control navy; it is obvious Xi is continuing his desired trajectory towards global leadership. 

 
 Mistakenly, he has been perceived as the new liberalist who endorses open markets.  At 

a meeting of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation in November 2017, for example, he 
proclaimed, “Opening up will bring progress, and those who close down will inevitably lag 
behind.” 33  However, the new Great Wall is a wall of regulations designed to control its people, 
the flow of ideas, culture, and even capital between China and the rest of the world.34  If this 
century supposes to be the Pacific century, then it is at the same time the century of China.  
Beijing is the strongest strategic competitor to North America and Europe. However, does China 
pose a military threat to NATO?  NATO Secretary General does not think so but did warn that 
"One thing is clear: China is coming ever closer to Europe's doorstep; NATO allies must face this 
challenge together." 35 

 
 Undoubtedly, the greater change in the global strategic environment is the growth and 

nature of Chinese influence across the globe.  China’s economic, technological and military 
weight is now increasingly felt across both Europe and the Indo-Pacific.36  Xi calculatedly broke 
the low-profile foreign policy of his predecessor, towards an impulsive foreign policy.  For the first 
time in its long history, Beijing no longer faces any threats from their northern borders.  The fact 
that no country threatens the 21st century China, allows Xi to challenge China’s neighbors to the 
east and south-west.  

 
 The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), a trillion-dollar infrastructure program, is the best 

example of China’s global expansion.  The BRI is a maritime trade route and among others, an 
investment strategy in 34 countries (including Italy and Hungary in Europe) and 76 ports; many of 
them major European hubs such as Athens and Rotterdam.  New military partnerships and 
further influence in foreign media organizations with altogether more than 900 projects worldwide, 
of which 80 percent are contracted to Chinese firms, displays a challenge to more than China’s 
immediate neighbors. 37  Keeping China’s role in history in mind, many “pivotal countries”38 in 
Asia now fear the new “dynasty”.  Xi’s policy drives former partners to new partnerships across 
the Indo-Pacific i.e. Australia-Japan, or Vietnam-Philippine. 39  

 
 Beijing likes to shape international norms and institutions, but only in favor of Xi’s foreign 

policy project; the development of a vital worldwide connectivity infrastructure (seaports, roads, 

                                                 
32 Journal of Contemporary China, Volume 28, 2019-issue 115, Xi Jinping’s Major Country Diplomacy, by Weixing Hu 
33 Foreign Affairs, China's New Revolution, The Reign of Xi Jinping By Elizabeth Economy, May/June 2018 
34  “Made in China 2025” program, Chinese firms are expected to control as much as 80 percent of the domestic market by 2025. 
35 https://www.dw.com/en/natos-jens-stoltenberg-sounds-warning-on-chinas-rise/a-53795384 
36 Foreign Brief, NATO and the Indo-Pacific in the decade ahead: taking stock, Tommy Chai, Jan. 21st 2020 
37 Foreign Affairs, China's New Revolution, The Reign of Xi Jinping By Elizabeth Economy, May/June 2018 
38 Or „swing states“, middle size countries supporting one or the other side. 
39 Asia Maritime Transparency Initiative, Opportunities for the Philippines-Vietnam Strategic Partnership, Mico Galang, May 1, 2020 
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railways etc.).  In 2016, when the International Court of Arbitration rejected Chinese claims to 
wide swathes of the SCS, Beijing simply dismissed the ruling and carried on with its increasingly 
aggressive land-reclamation and militarization efforts in the SCS and ECS.40  Beijing is defining 
modern-day colonialism in which it offers financial support and overseas aid while practicing 
entrapment and diminishing national sovereignty.   

 
 An example of Xi’s double standard is the recently signed G-20 suspension of collecting 

interest payments on loans for countries in need due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The G-20 
suspension clearly displays China’s self-centeredness and underlines its ability to mislead the 
international community. China signed the suspension but added explicitly a caveat that excluded 
“Preferential loans,” such as those made by the Export-Import Bank of China (EximBank).41  
EximBank has financed over 1,800 BRI projects in dozens of countries and Beijing is effectively 
excluding hundreds of large loans extended through its BRI for infrastructure development.42  
Chinese loans are not necessarily usurious, but they usually come with harsher interest rates or 
terms than say the Asian Development Bank or World Bank loans. Like any predatory lender, 
China can put an overextended borrower in a debt. 43 What seem to be economic investments in 
infrastructure have ended up, through this process of debt trap diplomacy, forcing nations to 
transfer to change lease hold agreements into Chinese freehold ownership of crucial maritime 
ports and infrastructure.  

 
 Altogether and foremost, Xi incrementally pushed China into a global leadership role and 

seeks to displace the US in the Indo-Pacific region.  Simultaneously, Xi developed China’s 
combat capability, militarized the SCS and ECS and is inflicting a destabilizing effect within the 
region through coercion and intimidation tactics to establish a new normal.44  Consequently, 
tensions between China and almost all its neighbors from the Indian Ocean to the Chinese Sea to 
Japan and Australia have serious implications on all geopolitical aspects.  

 
 Certainly, China suffers an enormous economic push back due to the recent 

circumstances of internal protests and the unpredictable impacts of COVID-19, but the strategic 
goal of a Chinese dominated Indo-Pacific remains extant.  China, with more than $3 trillion in 
foreign currency reserves and an economy that has held steadier than others throughout the 
crisis, continues to be far better positioned than most of its BRI “business partners”45.  Thus, Xi’ s 
regency, his vision, principles, his successes and failures of the recent years need to be 
considered when evaluating what this means for NATO. 
 
“Beijing’s claims to offshore resources across most of the South China Sea are 
completely unlawful, as is its campaign of bullying to control them,” 

      Mike Pompeo 
 US Secretary of State 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
40 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jul/12/philippines-wins-south-china-sea-case-against-china 
41 https://thediplomat.com/2020/06/putting-a-dollar-amount-on-chinas-loans-to-the-developing-world/ 
42 Foreign affairs, Chinese Debt Could Cause Emerging Markets to Implode, Benn Steil and Benjamin Della Rocca, April 27, 2020 
43 https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/defense-national-security/how-china-uses-debt-trap-diplomacy-to-extend-its-military-reach 
44Journal of the Indo-Pacific, Command Level Perspective, Demystifying the Indo-Pacific Theater, General CQ Brown, Jr., 2020 
45 Foreign affairs, Chinese Debt Could Cause Emerging Markets to Implode, Benn Steil and Benjamin Della Rocca, April 27, 2020 
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8.          CHINA’S MARITIME HEGEMONY AND SOUTH CHINA SEA  
 
 There is perhaps no greater public manifestation of the ever-increasing tensions 

between the White House and Beijing than the drama that plays out in the South China Sea. 
Despite the fact the PRC took part in negotiating from 1973 to 1982 and ratified UNCLOS in 
1996, the South China Sea dispute is essentially a legal dilemma with China ignoring UNCLOS.  
In the spring of 2020, a PRC surveillance vessel rammed and sunk a Vietnamese fishing boat in 
the South China Sea.  Despite public attention being focused on a growing global pandemic, the 
world and in particular the United States very publicly condemned Beijing’s multi-year assertions 
in the disputed waters. The U.S. was highly critical of China for sinking the Vietnamese fishing 
boat, saying that it was “seriously concerned” by reports of what Beijing did, while China accused 
the U.S. of attempting to negate its “legitimate claims” in the South China Sea. The issue is that 
most western and many Asian countries do not recognize these so-called “legitimate claims”.46    

 
 For decades now China has claimed nearly 90 percent of the SCS in what is commonly 

referred to as its nine-dash line, a version of which was first used in the 1940s.  China uses the 
line to define its territorial claims in the contested region.  Furthermore, China claims extended 
territory in the SCS by occupying and constructing artificial islands from seven reefs: Mischief 
Reef for example off the Philippine coast has been filled in and turned into a Chinese military 
base complete with radar domes, shelters for surface-to-air missiles and a runway long enough 
for fighter jets.  Six other nearby shoals (Gaven Reef, Hughes Reef, Subi Reef, Fiery Cross Reef, 
Johnson Reef, and Cuarton Reef) have been similarly transformed by Chinese dredging.   
Analysis at Middlebury College identifies each of these reefs appears to be a low-tide elevation;47 
the Philippines has suggested in its arbitration filing against China that the latter three are 
rocks.48￼ International legal precedence is not on China’s side when it comes to the dashed 
demarcation, which has over-lapping territorial space with the Philippines, Vietnam, Taiwan, 
Malaysia and Brunei￼.￼ Hundreds of disputed shoals, thousands of fishing boats, coast guard 
vessels and warships and, increasingly, a collection of Chinese fortresses 49 reinforced by an 
expansionary Chinese policy has created a powder keg in the region. 50 Until recently, Beijing did 
not expect the international community or their neighbors to respond militarily their efforts to turn 
the SCS into a “Chinese Lake”. 51  China has principally incorporated Chinese para-naval forces, 
which regional navies have had little success confronting.   

 
 China’s action is modern colonialism with ancient means: coercion, intimidation, threat of 

force and the already mentioned para-naval involvement may even be considered “paramilitary 
operation short of war” (POSOW).52  The use of the para-naval forces, the People’s Armed 
Forces Maritime Militia (PAFMM) and the Chinese Coast Guard, is fundamental to Beijing’s grey-
zone operations in the SCS.   

 
 The PAFMM is organized and linked to the People’s Liberation Army chain of command 

through the People’s Armed Forces Districts.  PAFMM members are trained in maritime claims 
enforcement, logistics support, intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance and sabotage.  

                                                 
46 https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/14/china-advances-claims-in-south-china-sea-despite-coronavirus-pandemic.html 
47https://www.researchgate.net/publication/233072168_Maritime_Security_in_the_South_China_Sea_Coordinating_Coastal_and_User_State_Pri
orities 
48 Center For International Maritime Security, The nine ironies of the South China Sea Mess, DR. JAMES KRASKA, 
OCT. 1ST, 2015 
49 The New York Times, China’s Sea Control Is a Done Deal, ‘Short of War With the U.S., Hannah Beech, Sept. 20, 2018 
50 Chinese deployment of a $1 billion oil rig in disputed waters protected by more than 80 naval vessels in the SCS 
51 Geopolitics: Asia out of Balance? Mohan Malik, June 2014 
52 Geopolitics: Asia out of Balance? Mohan Malik, June 2014 
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Operating about 84 large vessels with reinforced hulls and water cannons, the PAFMM serves as 
China’s third force in the SCS.53 Attacks from the Chinese Coast Guard and the PAFMM might 
not qualify as armed attacks from military forces.  If the Western nations cannot address the 
security challenge posed by the PAFMM, they may very well be ineffective in preventing a future 
fait accompli that could undermine the regional security status quo and embolden Beijing even 
further.54 

 
 Looking into the future of conflict, China has made technological achievements over the 

past five years, such as AI-enabled unmanned surface vessels, which Beijing plans to use to 
patrol and bolster its territorial claims in the South China Sea.  In 2019, the private PRC-based 
company Ziyan UAV exhibited armed swarming drones that it claimed use AI to perform 
autonomous guidance, target acquisition, and attack execution.55 There is no doubt that the 
Chinese Communist Party’s intention is to extend their territory and thus their sovereignty in its 
own front yard.  With China’s new naval and air capabilities, a desire to rebalance regional power, 
stronger cooperation and a new posture of deterrence, the “so what for NATO” needs to be 
discussed amongst the usually inward looking international European community and more 
specifically, amongst NATO allies. 

 
“Beijing is edging away from its longstanding “no-first-use” policy toward a “launch-on-
warning” posture.” 
                                                                                                            US Pentagon Report, 2020 
 
9.          RESOURCE COMPETITION AND / OR STRATEGIC NUCLEAR DETERRENCE? 
 

 Asia’s remarkable economic growth over the past decade and its potential for continued 
growth in the future depends upon security and stability. 56 The question, therefore, is why would it 
be worth jeopardizing the stability of the entire Indo-Pacific region and get the whole international 
community involved in your front yard?  The answer is much more complex than expected in this 
geopolitical competition; on the surface it may be about provision and power. However, there may 
be a much more specific strategic interest to help explain the strategy pursued by China in the 
South China Sea: The Chinese Central Communist Party’s quest for a credible undersea nuclear 
deterrent. As explained by Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI), this 
dimension could be easily overlooked, as the PLA has never officially mentioned the strategic 
importance of the SCS for China’s future nuclear posture.57 Many experts have explained Chinese 
actions in terms of sovereignty claims; however, SIPRI points out that several signs suggest that 
it's the PLA’s quiet nuclear deterrence strategy that provides important context to understanding 
land reclamation work in the SCS. 58   

 

                                                 
53 https://www.eastasiaforum.org/2020/08/13/chinas-pafmm-grey-zone-maritime-challenge-to-the-philippines/ 
54 Ibid 
55 https://www.defenseone.com/threats/2020/09/china-rapidly-increasing-nuclear-naval-and-next-gen-tech-pentagon-warns/168166/ 
56 Foreign Policy, America‘s Pacific Century“, Hillary Clinton, October 11, 2011 
57 https://www.sipri.org/commentary/essay/2015/tensions-south-china-sea-nuclear-dimension 
58 Ibid 
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           Chinese Conventional Missile Ranges - US Pentagon 

 
10.          RESOURCES 

 
   The South Chinese Sea is enormously rich in natural resources and economic 

relevance.  A remarkable 30% of the global shipping trade goes through the SCS. 59  With about 
US$ 5 trillion in goods passing through it every year, the SCS is also referred to as a Second 
Persian Gulf.  According to the U.S. Energy Information Agency (EIA), the SCS is thought to 
hold 11 billion barrels of oil and 190 trillion cubic feet of natural gas, and 10% of the world’s 
fishery. 60  

 
   Maritime transport is still the backbone of globalized trade and the manufacturing 

supply chain, as more than four fifths of the world’s merchandise trade by volume is carried by 
sea.  According to the liner shipping connectivity index developed by UNCTAD, 5 of the top 10 
most connected economies are in Asia (the other 4 are in Europe and 1 is in North America).  
Since 2006, the most connected country – China – has improved its index by 51%. In 2018, 
maritime imports from China were estimated at one fourth of maritime trade worldwide. 61 

 
 

                                                 
59 Forbes, The South China Sea Dispute Isn't About Oil, At Least Not How You Think, by Jeremy Maxie, April 2016 
60 https://www.eia.gov/international/analysis/regions-of-interest/South_China_Sea 
61 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), Review of Maritime Transport 2019 
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   The Chinese government needs a protein source to feed 1.5 billion people.  
 When looking deeper into data about fish stocks in the SCS, one can see but one of the many 
resource challenges in the SCS.  The fishing industry is therefore becoming ever more important 
to the Chinese government. China consumes 34 percent of the global fish food supply, nearly 
triple that of Europe and Central Asia combined, and over five times the amount of North 
America. 62   

 
   The SCS is home to some of the world’s richest reef systems and over 3,000 

indigenous and migratory fish species, making up some 12 percent of the total global fish catch. 
63 More importantly, the fishing industry itself is a very substantial player in China’s economic and 
social wellbeing.  Between 7 and 9 million fishermen (over 14 million industry-wide) who 
operate over 450,000 fishing vessels (nearly 200,000 are ocean-going vessels) form the largest 
fishing fleet on Earth. The Philippines’ and Vietnamese societies are equally quite dependent on 
the fishing industry.  In some form, it could be argued that this is a contest of the survival of 
countries vice a simple economic competition.   
 
    According to 2016 numbers, 16 million barrels of oil are shipped annually through the 
Strait of Malacca, the shortest sea route between African and the Persian Gulf suppliers and 
Asian markets.  This is 19 times greater than the amount passing through the Panama Canal and 
four times more than the volume through the Suez Canal annually.  According to estimates from 
the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), almost half of the world’s 
total annual seaborne trade tonnage passed through the Strait of Malacca making it arguably the 
most strategic waterway on the planet. 64 
 

   This key “expressway” to world markets touches everything, from geopolitics, geo-
economics, energy, resources, weapon proliferation, environmental protection, cyber, space, 
maritime security and with that, the cores of Indians and Chinese strategic goals. This is literally a 
Strategic Line of Communication (SLOC). Thus, it is very clearly in the national security interest of 
the five SCS adjacent countries including China, and that of the USA, that there is no impediment 
to the free flow of trade in this area. For Europe and its prosperity, this region is as well, one of 
the most important waterways on earth.  

 
   Despite the multiple regional claims, China feels it should be able to deny these sea 

lanes to these same countries. The United States, however, take a strong position on protecting 
and upholding the rights, freedoms, and lawful uses of the sea and airspace guaranteed to all 
countries and that all maritime claims must comply with international law as reflected in UNCLOS. 
As a result, in 1979 the USN began what it called Freedom of Navigation Operations￼ or 
FONOPS￼. These operations underline and ensure the open and stable seas and the 
importance of the observation of international law.  The patrols are meant to signal that the U.S. 
considers the claims excessive.  In fact, the U.S. Navy conducted more  in 2019 than in any year 
since the U.S. began more aggressively challenging China’s rhetorical and historic  claims in the 
South China Sea in 2015. 65  Yet the reason behind that may not be simply China’s rhetoric. 
 
“We need to build a nuclear submarine, even if it takes us 10,000 years.” 
 

                                               Mao Zedong, 1959 
                                                          Chairman - Central Committee, Communist Party of China 

                                                 
62 https://www.undercurrentnews.com/2019/05/23/how-much-seafood-does-china-consume/ 
63 The Diplomat, The South China Sea Is Really a Fishery Dispute, Adam Greer, July 2016 
64 UNCTAD,  Review of Maritime Transport 2011 
65 https://www.defensenews.com/naval/2020/02/05/in-challenging-chinas-claims-in-the-south-china-sea-the-us-navy-is-getting-more-assertive/ 
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11.          STRATEGIC NUCLEAR DETERRENCE 
 

   In a brief summary of the Pentagon's latest annual assessment of Chinese military 
power, analysts say that Beijing is set to double its nuclear stockpile over the next decade, now 
operates the world's largest Navy, is surging its space capabilities, and is embedding artificial 
intelligence across everything that it does.66  

 

 
                Chinese Nuclear Ballistic Missile Ranges – U.S. Pentagon 
 

 
 
 

                                                 
66 https://www.defenseone.com/threats/2020/09/china-rapidly-increasing-nuclear-naval-and-next-gen-tech-pentagon-warns/168166/ 
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  There is a school of thought that believes Chinese territorial claims and subsequent 
military activities in the SCS are not all about resources but are also driven in part by the 
vulnerability of its second strike capability and, in more particular, the security of its nuclear 
ballistic missile submarines.67   

 
  The development of an organic ballistic missile nuclear submarine capability has been a 

priority of the military branch of the CCP since Mao Zedong identified SSBNs as a key 
procurement goal to support China’s security and independence.68  It appears that in order to 
protect its SSBNs, China may have chosen to take a play out of the Russian playbook and seek 
to provide area cover for submarine operations based on the Soviet Bastion strategy.  The SCS 
plays a predominant role in the PLA-N‘s current submarine strategy with SSBNs stationed at 
Yulin Navy base on Hainan Island.  While Chinese military strategists rarely use the notion of 
‘bastion’ in the context of the SCS, several areas (especially in the northern parts of the SCS) 
could be used to conceal submarines if sufficient air cover and ASW capabilities are deployed.69 

 
  Providing deterrence from the SCS however, is ”logical in thought but more difficult in 

practical application” yet it appears to be Beijing’s goal.  To be assured second strike capability, 
an SSBN must avoid detection. First and foremost, Chinese SSBNs must have operational 
stealth, meaning they must be difficult to find in order to evade detection and tracking by 
adversaries. To preserve a viable second-strike capability, Chinese SSBNs would have to be able 
to sortie from the underground facilities of the Yulin base undetected and remain protected from 
anti-submarine warfare (ASW) activities conducted from the air, the sea, the undersea and space 
which lends credence and necessity to the idea of building a bastion concept through a ring of 
Anti Air Area Denial (A2AD) installations. 70  Imagery of China’s man-made maritime installations 
clearly show radar and communication equipment and that extensive construction of harbours 
and runways are ongoing.  Clearly all these advanced facilities will be useful for extending the 
range of China’s A2AD strategy and maritime domain awareness. These facilities in turn make 
Allied nations’ surveillance activities much more complicated.  

 

                                                 
67 https://www.sipri.org/commentary/essay/2015/tensions-south-china-sea-nuclear-dimension 
68 https://www.sipri.org/commentary/essay/2015/tensions-south-china-sea-nuclear-dimension 
69 https://www.sipri.org/commentary/essay/2015/tensions-south-china-sea-nuclear-dimension 
70 https://www.sipri.org/commentary/essay/2015/tensions-south-china-sea-nuclear-dimension 
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                PEOPLE’s LIBERATION ARMY – NAVY Force Distribution – US Pentagon 

 

  It was reported in June of 2020 that China had deployed a network of sensors and 
communications capabilities between Hainan Island and the Paracel Islands in the northern 
South China Sea.71 These capabilities will significantly aid in the exploration and control of the 
maritime environment are part of a “Blue Ocean Information Network” developed by China 
Electronics Technology Group Corporation (CETC), a Chinese state-owned company.  The 
network constructed in the northern South China Sea between early 2016 and 2019 is referred to 

                                                 
71 https://amti.csis.org/exploring-chinas-unmanned-ocean-network/ 
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as a demonstration system. However, future plans for the Blue Ocean Information Network 
involve expanding the sensor and communications network to the rest of the SCS, the ECS, and 
other ocean areas far from Chinese territory.72  Environmental data, especially detailed, persistent 
hydrographic data, will allow the PLA-N to better understand how active and passive sonar 
systems will operate in underwater environments. 

 
  Both the floating and fixed platforms are intended to host several different sensors and 

act as a communications conduit for the information that they collect. The floating platform’s 
communications functionality and some of its sensing capabilities are housed within the radome 
on its upper deck. Communications capabilities outlined include a Ku-band satellite antenna, an 
L-band satellite antenna, radio antenna, and cellular communications antenna. Sensing systems 
include an Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast (ADS-B) antenna and an Automatic 
Identification System (AIS) antenna as well as a small air- and surface-search radar.  Based on 
open source intelligence, the fixed platforms possess additional capabilities that their floating 
counterparts do not.  One significant upgrade is the presence of troposcatter antennas.73            
Troposcatter systems enable over-the-horizon communications by scattering microwave signals 
off water molecules and dust in the atmosphere. Troposcatter communication links can exceed 
200 nautical miles and are exceptionally difficult to detect, jam, or intercept compared to satellite 
communications or other types of radio communication.74  These types of communications would 
be ideal to support survivability and the preservation of nuclear second-strike capability.  Whilst 
this demonstration system is publicly messaged as an environmental monitoring and 
communications system, the military applications of its sensing and communications functions 
makes its development important to monitor and target.  

 

 
 

“Beijing has repeatedly fallen short of its promises to abide by international laws, rules or 
norms, despite continuing to reap the benefits of the international system and free 
markets.”  

Mark Esper 
US Secretary for Defense 

                                                 
72 Ibid 
73 Ibid 
74 Ibid 
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What Does This Mean for NATO? 
 

With the aggressive behavior of Russia, European security cannot be taken for granted 
anymore and the refocus on European defense and reinforcement is once more at the top of 
NATO’s list.  With Russia’s illegal annexation of Crimea in 2014, European nations have shifted 
their focus back to existential threats to NATO members and prioritized deterrence activities in 
the Euro-Atlantic region.  Thus, it is highly unlikely that NATO would marshal its collective 
strategic resources (conventional and nuclear arsenals) to engage in the Indo-Pacific region.  But 
how could or should NATO respond to the new challenges in the Pacific and specifically towards 
China? 

 
Despite economic and diplomatic setbacks stemming from the ramifications of the Wuhan 

Virus, Beijing remains aggressively postured in the SCS.  Western nations and its allies should 
therefore work to ensure there is constant presence in the SCS, and that known SSBN transit and 
choke points are under constant surveillance, with  sharing information regarding Chinese nuclear 
submarines being a particular priority.  Recognizing this, Japan and Vietnam are acquiring or 
developing enhanced ASW and ISR capabilities, while the Philippines is building its own 
surveillance capability in partnership with Japan and the USA.  

 
In recent bilateral discussions, Australia’s Foreign Affairs and Defense Ministers agreed 

with their US counterparts, Secretaries Pompeo and  Esper, to pursue “increased and regularized 
maritime cooperation” in the SCS and the Indian Ocean, “bilaterally and in concert with other 
likeminded and regional partners”. 75 Both nations declared that Beijing’s maritime claims in the 
South China Sea “are not valid under international law”, but Australia appears to have held firm 
against conducting freedom of navigation exercises within 12 nautical miles of disputed features 
due to possible risks to economic trade relations.76 

 
European nations should recognize this pressure on the USN and assist by developing a 

concept for multi-carrier operations for European carrier nations and increasing the contributions 
of truly high readiness forces to the rotational Standing NATO Maritime Forces.  This would 
enable increased flexibility for the USN to surge numbers and increase presence into the 
SCS/ECS by augmenting forces from both 7FLT and the various other numbered fleets.   

 
Some European nations have already committed to a stronger position on China and to 

the development of a possible overall European strategy for the region.  Germany, for example 
has been quite vocal and has recently formulated a policy document detailing the interests, 
principles and central areas of German policy in the Indo-Pacific region.77  

 
The UK and  France are on public record announcing their commitment to preserve and 

promote freedom of navigation and overflight, along with a broad liberal order and condemnation 
of human rights abuse, across the Indian and Pacific Oceans, where both have major territorial 
and strategic interests. Likewise, Germany’s ruling party has been quite vocal and has recently 
formulated a policy document detailing the interests, principles and central areas of German 
policy in the Indo-Pacific region.78 From Germany’s MoD‘s point of view, the issue of peace and 
security, including free maritime routes, is of particular importance. The German government 
intends to expand its security policy engagement in the Indo-Pacific region. In addition to 

                                                 
75 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/jul/29/australia-to-step-up-south-china-sea-defence-cooperation-with-us-but-wont-commit-to-patrols 
76 Ibid 
77 https://asiatimes.com/2020/09/germany-wades-into-the-indo-pacific-fray/ 
78 https://asiatimes.com/2020/09/germany-wades-into-the-indo-pacific-fray/ 
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expanding security and defense policy cooperation with partners in the region, defense policy 
contacts in the region are to be intensified. 79￼ 

 
Like security perceptions, differing national economical and historical developments form 

different perceptions on strategic approaches.  For France, Great Britain, Canada and the US, it 
could be rationalized that the pivot towards Asia, and in particular, towards the SCS, is historically 
understandable.80 However, how do nations such as Montenegro, Iceland, Romania or Albania, 
for instance, rationalize the challenge that China poses, especially when NATO Secretary 
General Jens Stoltenberg has stated that China’s rise is admittedly a fundamental change in 
global balancing but declares likewise, that no NATO member is directly threatened by China? 81 
Obviously, the latter countries have a vital interest in open trade routes and open markets around 
the world however, their interest in Asia, or more specific, the Indo-Pacific as a whole is primarily 
economic, financial, and technological.   

 
Despite the US announcement of an era of ‘strategic competition’ with China in 2018, the 

changing realities, multiplying areas of operations and challenges in all regions like MENA, 82 
Russia, the Arctic, North Atlantic and the Indo-Pacific implies that European countries need to 
take more responsibility for their own security and restore the European defense strength.  
 With the US’ stated intentions to rebalance towards the Indo-Pacific, cutting expenses in the 
European theatre in support of stability and security in the Indo-Pacific will now have to be re-
examined.     
 
“It is entirely understandable that the first mission for Britain’s first ever carrier strike 
group be a wholly sovereign endeavor but going forward, pride should take a back seat to 
capability and effectiveness in NATO.” 
 

                                                                                                 Atlantic Council, April 2020 
 
12.          NATO AND THE EUROPEAN MARITIME DOMAIN  

 
    Before the USN could re-balance its forces to meet a Chinese threat, it must make sure 
Russia continues to be deterred in the European theatre.  Whilst the vast majority of NATO’s 
deterrent effect rests on the nuclear arsenals of the US, UK and France’s SSBNs, there remains 
significant value in maintaining high readiness surface fleets.  A rapid analysis of NATO’s 
available European naval assets is impressive, yet it does not paint a picture of abundant 
specialized resources.  Germany, for example, decommissioned all its Fast Patrol Boat assets 
and expertise without replacement years ago. The submarine force is a six-boat squadron barely 
comparable to the 18 U-Boats in the 90’s.  Likewise, Denmark has abandoned its submarine and 
fast patrol boat programs.  These assets would be desperately needed in the defense of the 
Baltic Sea, especially considering Russia’s A2AD strategy.  It is a similar story with the Royal 
Netherlands Navy whose main assets are six frigates and four submarines. The Spanish Navy 
has been trying to replace its submarines since 2007; their 3 Galerna class boats have been 
operating for 35 years.  It is a similar picture in the Mediterranean, where some NATO navies are 
largely operating either limited or outdated platforms.  
 

                                                 
79 https://www.navalnews.com/naval-news/2020/09/germany-anticipates-growing-role-in-indo-pacific-region/ 
80 NDC Policy Brief, What are NATO‘s contributions to the security achitecture of the Indo-Pacific? No.21, J.-L.Samaan, Oct. 2019 
81 Germany’s Welt am Sonntag interview, June 2020 
82 Middle East, North African countries 
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    It is not all doom and gloom for NATO though.  There is a real opportunity with the re-
emerging UK carrier strike capability, and as the Atlantic Council suggests, now is the perfect 
time for European militaries to work together to maximize their resources and military readiness. 
No better opportunity exists than to use HMS QUEEN ELIZABETH and HMS PRINCE OF 
WALES as hubs for a European carrier strike group.83  If political will could be marshalled to 
support the concept, these valuable assets could complete a European Carrier Strike Force along 
with the French CHARLES DE GAULLE and the Italian CAVOUR and GIUSEPPE GARIBALDI.  
Turkey has the new TCG ANADOLU amphibious assault ship, likewise, Italy has the new LHD, 
TRIESTE.  New Type 26s Global Combat Ship are on the horizon for the Royal Navy and the 
Royal Canadian Navy as well Horizon Class for France and Italy.  This are just examples of some 
of the next generation capabilities coming online for NATO maritime forces and represent an 
exponential upgrade for NATO when linked in with various ISR and unmanned weapons and 
sensors.   
 
    However, if the US were to decide, or worst case scenario, be forced to rebalance its 
carrier strike groups to the Indo-Pacific, would these aforementioned forces be capable of taking 
over from the US 6th Fleet in the Mediterranean Sea and 2nd Fleet in the Atlantic with the same 
operational, and more importantly, deterrent effect? Is there the political will in Europe to commit 
national capabilities and form multiple NATO Carrier Strike Groups with the requisite readiness 
and training requirements under NATO command?  
 
    A significant means for NATO as an Alliance to constrain China’s emergence as a 
regional and global superpower lies on the political level.  NATO members, specifically the 
European states, need to strengthen the capability of other major powers and institutions in the 
region like ASEAN, Japan and India with closer partnerships and cooperation - economically and 
politically – and aid in the development of true collective defense. There will be continuing 
differences of perceptions regarding China which NATO will have to manage at the political level.   
 
    China does not impose a direct military threat to any NATO member and indeed, 
several NATO members participate in China’s BRI such as Italy, Hungary, Poland, Bulgaria, 
Greece and Portugal.  Obviously, the European views differ from those of the North American 
governments who must continue to rationalize the disposition of their forces.  The US, Canada, 
Europe, and NATO in its political form, need to continue the holistic and cohesive approach to 
China.   
 
    In recent remarks at the U.S.-India Strategic Partnership Forum, Deputy Secretary of 
State Andrew Biegun remarked that the State Department would “love to create a kind of NATO 
for the Pacific region, and it wants to include Japan, India and Australia for that alliance.” 84 When 
asked further about an Asia-Pacific NATO, the Deputy Secretary indicated “It is a reality that the 
Indo-Pacific region is actually lacking in strong multilateral structures.  They don’t have anything 
of the fortitude of NATO or the European Union.” And starting with the four nations — known 
informally as “the Quad” might be a very important start. “ 85 
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    According to Globalfirepower.com, with China, India and Japan leading the way, 
Asia outranked NATO’s European nations in defense spending in 2019.86  All Asian countries 
have strong economic bonds and dependencies with China, as with US and the EU, however 
countries like Vietnam in particular, don’t want to be seen as belonging to an anti-China western 
coalition. Thus, NATO’s engagement in the Indo-Pacific should be a functional cooperation 
rather than military cooperation.  NATO has always been a military and a political alliance. 
There are plenty of opportunities to establish cooperation and trust. The Indo-Pacific, an area of 
natural disasters, beset with terrorism and piracy, weapon proliferation and human trafficking is 
desperate for functional support in non-provocative defensive measures, in areas like 
humanitarian assistance and disaster response (HA/DR), Maritime Security, military medicine, 
interoperability, for Lessons Learned (LL) from ISAF and counter piracy operations like Somalia.  
But even profound military assistance in fields like CBRNE (chemical, biological, radiological, 
nuclear) weapons, Cyber Security, Space, AI, or Submarine Rescue are possible functional 
areas of cooperation.  

 
  However, to provide flexibility and options for the US in the Indo-Pacific, European Allies 

must increase their defense investments in operations and acquisitions.  Even if there is not 
enough European stand-alone warfighting capacity to really instill a deterrent effect, NATO allies 
have sufficient assets to relieve the US Navy pressure for an enlarged commitment in the Indo-
Pacific.  NATO is a global player, but its strategic focus and priority remains on the European 
heartland; its mandate remains its three core tasks of collective defense, crisis management and 
cooperative security.  It must continue to deter Russian aggression through the principal of 
collective defense87￼ 

 
  Russia is back in all operational and warfare areas, the Atlantic and the Mediterranean, 

in the air, at sea, on land, in space and the cyber domain.  NATO has reacted accordingly. The 
US has once again stepped up with the re-establishment of Second Fleet (2nd Fleet), responsible 
for east coast defense and the Atlantic and the willingness to establish the JFCNF.  Likewise, 
other countries have invested in NATO’s adaptation process, with infrastructure, personnel and 
additional responsibility as well.   

 
  It is the Russian naval developments which will drive NATO’s long-term naval strategy, 

policy, planning, and operations, and influence modernization and investment plans for years to 
come. 88 The Treaty and its articles and moreover, reality on NATOs borders, define where 
NATO’s assets are going to be deployed.  The Alliance is busy with its core mission and is 
already stepping up in the North Atlantic and on Europe mainland. The NATO command structure 
adaptation process, the VJTF NATO’s spearhead in the Baltic and both the UK and French CSGs 
will allow NATO to rebalance their forces between the Atlantic and Mediterranean Sea. Obviously 
after the impacts of the COVID-19 global pandemic, it is possible that everything will be  under re-
evaluation, but NATO’s efforts to adapt over the past three to four years are not reversible and 
should allow the European nations to take over more responsibility.     

 
    Still, new US global commitments and military orientations in the Indo-Pacific will, 
directly or indirectly, impact the transatlantic partnership.  If a US/China competition turns into a 
hostile and kinetic confrontation, no matter if it is in the SCS, the Strait of Malacca or the Taiwan 
Strait, NATO’s maritime forces may be pulled into a situation that they are currently ill prepared to 
deal with. 
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“Forming a European carrier strike group deployed globally, therefore, is a major way to 
advance collective action within NATO, demonstrate solidarity on defense capabilities to 
Washington, and to utilize resources most effectively. Such solidarity is necessary in a 
world where China will outstrip the US Navy in coming decades. Europe allies cannot 
simply depend on the United States—they must contribute actively to global security.” 

 
                                                                                          Atlantic Council, April 2020 

 
13.          CONCLUSION 
 
    Over the past decade, China has been gradually building its ability to influence Europe 
and in turn NATO.  Chinese State-run and private companies have strategically invested billions 
of dollars throughout Europe buying up critical infrastructure and acquiring parts of sensitive 
ports, pipelines, and telecommunication networks.  In launching his NATO 2030, Secretary-
General Jens Stoltenberg recently implored the Alliance’s nations to stand up to Beijing’s 
“bullying and coercion,” underscoring how China’s rise is fundamentally shifting the global 
balance of power. 89  It is apparent that NATO can no longer ignore the threat.  It will need to 
develop a new strategy that enables its key power, the US, to concurrently deter Russia and deal 
with Beijing. 
 
    After years of decreased defense budgeting and even more regional governmental 
subsidy decisions on future capabilities,  NATO not only lacks sufficient naval and air assets, but 
also warfighting structures and resiliency to maintain a significant deterrent effect if the US were 
to significantly re-balance its force allocation to the Indo-Pacific.  
 In these times of limited financial resources and uncertainties after the devastating economic 
impacts of the COVID-19 across the world, there is even less appetite for discussion regarding 
significant capability acquisition.  However, it is in the interests of NATO as a whole to share the 
defense burden in the trans-Atlantic region more equitably, to enable the US and its partners in 
the region to focus on China. 
 
    Europe should be prepared for a continuous rebalancing of US troops and assets to the 
Indo-Pacific. The recent NATO adaptation process and increased defense budgeting intentions 
are a good start for deeper European vigilance and responsibility.  However, it might not be 
enough to defend European values without the US Navy.  That being said, if made available, the 
new aircraft carriers and amphibious decks among European NATO members could be  sufficient 
to relieve the US carrier involvement in any Baseline Activities and Current Operations (BACO) 
and even in certain crisis scenarios.  Sustainability along a crisis leading into an even more 
serious situation is only achievable with an overarching responsibility across all NATO navies.  
Interoperability and interchangeability of equipment is critical but first and foremost, adequate and 
sufficient assets are indispensable. As the ancient Chines proverb says, “What you cannot avoid, 
welcome.”  
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14.          RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
    NATO must retain its ability to respond to influences from crises beyond its borders 
through remaining actively engaged in enhancing international security through supporting 
partners and working with other international organizations.  At the political/strategic level NATO 
and its nations must assist Asia Pacific countries through cohesive and comprehensive diplomatic 
efforts to maintain pressure on China in areas of arms control, disarmament and non-proliferation.  
At the operational level, European naval and joint planning staffs must recognize the pressure 
China is now placing on the USN and assist through the following: 
 
 Developing a concept for multi-carrier strike group operations for NATO’s European carrier 
nations;  
 
 Continuing to develop a generic expeditionary manoeuvre arm concept for European 
amphibious ships; 
 
 Increasing contributions of truly high readiness joint and enabled forces to the rotational 
Standing NATO Maritime Forces; 
  
 Looking for opportunities to contribute to the development of multilateral maritime structures in 
the Indo Pacific, in areas like Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Response (HA/DR), Maritime 
Security, interoperability, sharing of Lessons Learned (LL) and best practices. 
 


